OFFBEAT HOTEL CONCEPTS & LO-FI LUXURY.

True Love
will find you
in the end.
LiNDENBERG hires Hosts in FRANKFURT am main
FRONT OFFICE AGENT with
FLEXIBLE WORKING TIME ARRANGEMENTS

LINDENBERG was founded in 2012. Started with

the vision of a small communal living concept,
the company has since been pursuing the dream of
exceptional hotel experiences in unique places
and environments. With five hotel projects now
open, LINDENBERG is not only establishing
sustainable and plant-based concepts: social and
ecological responsibility is an obligatory part of our
daily lives.

NEW HOSPITALITY APPROACH No barrier

between guest, host and collective. We are an
internationally growing company in the urbanity
of Frankfurt, on a black sand beach in the middle
of the Balinese jungle and soon on a small island
in Norway. Unique guest experiences, offbeat hotel
concepts and our own LINDENBERG team are at
the heart of everything we do.

MINDSET Contemporary living culture, a strong

sense of community, sustainability, culture & design
are not our only important values. Self-created
programmes and strong partnerships are strongly
lived through our own teams. Be it the NGO
PFEFFERMINZGREEN running exceptional social
programmes in Sierra Leone and Ethiopia or
the LOST BUNCH supporting young adults in
Indonesia through surfing and other perspectives.

The LINDENBERG COLLECTIVE hires!
You are friendly, open and with your communication skills you convince every complainer to
become a guest? Maybe you are a colourful
butterfly or have been a comedian before? You
try to create a better world and always have an
open ear for feedback and improvements?
Perfect, we are looking for you.

WHAT WE OFFER?
+
The opportunity to contribute your personality and talent to
a great team.
+
We support your business based on your strengths and want
to grow together with you.
+
LINDENBERG – A TRUE CONSCIOUS BUSINESS!

Creating a sustainable company structure with us and equality
in all matters is our priority.
+
Chances and options to change or grow, also internationally.
+
Team discounts in all our outlets.
+
A strong sense of community and team building events.
+
Individual growth and training options.
+
And so much more…

WHAT YOU DO AT LINDENBERG
+
You are a host who can read the guests‘ eyes.
+
You organize smooth procedures at our reception desk –
always with the highest service standards.
+
You are quick and responsible in daily financial processing.
+
You handle guest enquiries and reservations.
+
You support the team with daily operations and events.

QUALITIES YOU BRING WITH
+
You are a passionate host who loves dealing with people.
A satisfied guest is your greatest goal.
+
You are communicative and empathetic and perhaps already
have experience in the hospitality industry? Even more
important to us are your team spirit, your independent action
and your self-determined thinking in new situations.
Career changers: Hello!
+
You may have experience in more than one language.
+
Your sense of humour and your seriousness in work situations
are well balanced.
+
Most important: You are a radiant personality.

SOUNDS LIKE YOU? JOIN OUR TEAM.
Become a part of the LINDENBERG collective
and send your application, personal thoughts
and salary requirements to:

eva@thelindenberg.com
Eva Kösling, Manager HR

LINDLEY LINDENBERG GmbH

Mainzer Landstraße 86
60327 Frankfurt am Main

www.thelindenberg.com
@lindenberghotels

